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ONCE UPON A TIME…

THERE WAS A SPORTS TEACHER 
WHO NO ONE KNEW OF
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Background: Apathy for sports education

Education in India (and possibly everywhere else) has a hierarchy. At the top they have science and maths, followed 

by humanities, then maybe arts and music, and at the lowest rung comes physical education. Hence, for someone 

who teaches physical education or sports, they do not get the same respect as teachers of other subjects and are 

undervalued by students, parents and school admins.



Challenge: Low morale of sports teachers

EduSports promotes structured sports education in schools through sports teachers they hire and train every year. 

Some of these teachers are erstwhile champions in sports at national and state levels. But these champs face an 

apathy and lack of recognition that results in their demotivation at the job that eventually affects the business.



Method: Journey of a sports teacher

We spoke to sports teachers and realized that they needed to be heard. The idea was to evoke empathy from 

students, parents and their colleagues. We gave voices to these unsung heroes; each one had a unique story to share 

that humanized their vulnerability, conflicts, resolution and grit.



Story: Heroes of EduSports

We took dozens of in-depth interviews and developed - Heroes of EduSports. This was a platform that gave everyone 

the due recognition and respect they deserved. Every kid in the school had a new-found respect for that champion in 

their sports teacher. The stories were published on the company website, Facebook, LinkedIn and emailers. The 

voices of the unsung heroes were heard, loud and clear and cheered by one and all. 



THERE WAS A HOUSEWIFE WITH 
DREAMS OF HER OWN 

ONCE UPON A TIME…
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Background: Women as financial advisors 

Women persuade people differently. They are more emotional and considerate. May be that’s the reason they make 

great financial advisors. However, there are many roadblocks that women in India face as insurance advisors. The 

advisory field is considered to be a ‘male-dominated-career’.



Challenge: Cultural stereotypes and inhibitions

Aditya Birla Sun Life Insurance’s ask was to encourage more housewives to break their inhibitions and take up the 

profession of insurance advisor as a career option. The reservations that women carry are cultural in nature. In India, 

females are considered as not-so-equipped to handle financial jobs and roles.



Method: Discovering Hopes and fears of housewives

We at Culture Opus, dug a little deeper to observe the problem closely. With our methodical research we found out 
the following: 

1. Housewives thought that they should help their family with some extra income but were afraid of failures 
2. The existing campaign for women advisors showcased women advisors as great achievers, something that did not 

resonate with housewives. 
3. Many advisors had quit their advisory business because they couldn’t achieve the success that was promised to 

them. 
4. Some, if not all, of these enterprising housewives settled for smaller businesses like boutique or tuitions to kids. 
5. Everyone perceived the success promised in advisor career as un-attainable and unfathomable.



Story: Everyone is a “work-in-progress”

We explored a character-led story: a regular woman who has failed a couple of times but hasn’t given up yet. The 
character grows onto you as someone who isn’t afraid of trying again and works bit by bit, achieving small milestones. 
Our story warmed up the audience and opened them up to the idea of being financial advisors without alienating 
them with a hi-flying success story.



THE LITTLE ONES WANTED TO 
GO OUT AND PLAY BUT…

ONCE UPON A TIME…
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Background: Education systems discourages playing

Children in Indian schools are not encouraged to play enough. The weight of studies and discipline in the classrooms 

are robbing them off of their free childhood.



Challenge: Remind the importance of playing

EduSports’ mission is to impart a billion kids with sports education and enable them to play. But there is an unsaid 

rule - kids must study and focus on lessons in the classrooms. Sometimes all we need is a reminder to the parents 

and teachers that kids are much more than what school systems plan for them.



Method:Visual stories as memes

A visual series of kids’ imaginations of mundane things. We called it “Let the children play”, because that’s the way 

they learn and engage.





Story: Let the children play

The message was - Children see magic because they look for it.  

We created memes-based stories on Facebook that saw tremendous traction because these stories connected with 

everyone and took them to a nostalgic trip to their own childhood.



SOME KIDS WERE DROPPING 
OUT OF THEIR SCHOOLS 

BECAUSE…
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Background: The angels with no wings

Adolescent children belonging to lower income families often drop out of school and get pulled into daily wage jobs 

to support the family earnings. Poverty and dropouts are inextricably connected and such underprivileged children 

are robbed off of their dreams and childhood both.



Challenge: A reason to smile

Children who want to achieve great goals in life, often lack their parents’ support, both emotionally and financially and 

eventually drop out of schools. The challenge was to educate both parents and children about the importance of 

education.



Method: Knowing is caring

Birla SunLife wanted to financially support such children. We came up with ‘A Chance to Fly’ campaign where 

workshops were held with selected children. Through games, activities, environment and characters that they were 

familiar with and comfortable around, they narrated their stories and dreams.



Story: A Chance To Fly

A series of award-winning photo stories and videos of each child were created to be launched on the website and 

other digital platforms. Each story was crafted with simple non- scripted narration bringing out the innocence of each 

child vividly. Their stories were heard, shared and talked about and they got a chance to fly high!



A TEAM OF INNOVATORS WAS 
UNKNOWN TO THE WORLD 

BECAUSE…

ONCE UPON A TIME…
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Background: The business of technology is cluttered

The tech industry, specially IoT and Industry 4.0, is cluttered with complex words and technical jargon which puts off 

small business owners who might want to be a part of the wave. There is no clear space for a new entrant in the 

business of technology and consulting. Everyone is like a “me too” there.



Challenge: Creating a brand identity

InnovaPoint, a leader in innovation and tech business has been serving clients with dedication for 15 years, but was 

not able to create a brand identity that could stand out. 



Method: Brand Workshops to discover the core

We conducted a workshop with InnovaPoint teams to help them de-clutter the values and the segments they cater to. 

Verbalizing the brand promise and voice in a single line brand essence helped the organization with a new found 

cohesive approach for marketing and sales.



Story: Touch The Future

The idea of Touch The Future resonated with all the stakeholders. It was a call to action for many traditional 

businesses, the segment which InnovaPoint focuses on. It became a motto for the company, employees and partners 

and gave a uniform language to the sales team. Hi-quality animation videos were made to explain the products to 

clients and urged them to be a part of digital transformation to reach new heights in their business.



Thank You!

sachin@cultureopus.com 
shreya@cultureopus.com

Sachin at +1 647.540.3305 
Shreya at +1 647.540.8859

181 Dundas St East,  
Toronto ON M5A ON5


